ADPC July 26 Meeting Minutes

1) Minutes were accepted.
2) Tobias/Shore award
   Tom created a draft and Jane will write an introduction to be distributed at the September meeting.
3) Why hasn’t the website been updated? Matter to be raised with Senate staff.
4) Janine Janosky and Barbara McClosky need replacing.
5) Table pro-tem members discussion until Sept.
6) Report on Allies network meeting with Rita Drapkin, Dean Kathy Humphries, Rainbow Alliance, and Georgine Moterniak (temp head of Allies).
   a) Develop an ad-hoc committee
   b) Waiting for an office of diversity to be placed.
   c) First Training – Identify trainers (invite only, faculty and staff).
   d) Second meeting – more open.
   e) Have Logo in place
7) Next meeting Sept. 10 at 8am, 526 Cathedral of Learning.